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et al.: Childhood Places

Heinrich Handschin
Childhood Places
Origin
Heinrich Handschin was born on February 1, 1830, in Rickenbach in
the Canton of Basel-Landschaft as the son of Anna Maria Obrist and
Johannes Handschin. He was the youngest of four children and grew up in
the 'Butcher House' named for the butcher line of the Handschin family
from Rickenbach which has many wide-spread branches. Yet for a long
time there had been no more butchers in the family, instead there were lacemakers, weavers of silk ribbons, small farmers, day-laborers and farmhands. In the 19th century other family members undertook the difficult
journey to America in the hope to find a better existence.

The house of the 'Muscovite' Handschin, 8 Hauptstrasse, in Rickenbach
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Between Two Worlds
In the village where Handschin was born lived about 300 small farmers,
lace-makers who farmed on the side, and a few craftsmen. The population
barely grew between 1830 and 1860. Rickenbach was a part of the
protestant community of Gelterkinden where the men and women from
Rickenbach were baptized, married and buried.
Unlike Rickenbach Gelterkinden changed much more during that time.
In 30 years its population grew from 1022 to 1673. Posamenterei, i.e. the
weaving of ribbons, narrow lace, cords, tufts and tassels, and its
accompanying industries were an essential reason for this increase. At the
beginning of the 1860s Gelterkinden had four mechanical shops which
produced looms and machines. One of the shop owners was Karl Gerster,
the descendant of a family of loom carpenters, who was the first to work
with a steam-driven machine. Later he would supply looms all the way to
Moscow. Two factories with about 150 looms also provided jobs for the
town by re-spooling, warping and weaving. In addition, there were looms
in about 140 private houses. A full third of the population worked directly
or indirectly in the silk-ribbon industry. At the time when Handschin lived
in rural Basel Gelterkinden underwent very visible changes as streets were
widened and stone bridges were built as well as a new school. Other towns
nicknamed Gelterkinden "Model community."
Heinrich Handschin grew up between these two worlds of the rather
static Rickenbach with its farmers and Posamenters [ribbon weavers] and
the dynamic town of Gelterkinden.
The Family
Heinrich was the last child; 9 years separated him from his next older
sister Elizabeth, 11 from his brother Johannes and 15 from the oldest sister
Anna Maria. He grew up in very modest, even poor conditions. His parents
wove silk ribbons in cottage-work for silk merchants in Basel. On the side
they produced their own food since they also had a small farm. Heinrich's
father Johannes died at age 40 when Heinrich was just three years old. As
most children of ribbon weavers young Heinrich was probably taught very
early to help with simple tasks and had to help provide for the family's
livelihood.
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Re-spooling, for example, was primarily a task for children and women. Respooling was something that could be done on the side and did not require
special skills.

The bobbin is still missing ...

... and here it is again half empty.

Careless re-spooling, however, was the cause for mistakes in the ribbon
which then resulted in smaller pay.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol45/iss2/5
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Just as the lives of many men and women in the rural Basel area, the
life of Heinrich Handschin was shaped from the beginning by the textile
industry.
When he was just 11 years old, Heinrich went from one house of ribbon
weavers to the next in order to make some money by re-spooling. He would
spool the material for one day's work of the weavers doing as many spools
as had been delivered by the silk merchants in Basel. This side-job did not
fill the day of a child, and thus Heinrich had to work for many men and
women. The life of a re-spooler going to the houses of all his customers was
without doubt a hard and insecure existence.
Limited Schooling
Actually Heinrich should have attended school for at least one more
year. Yet after the division of Canton Basel into Basel-Stadt and BaselLandschaft in 1833, the schools in many rural communities were in a rather
sorry state. Time was needed to cai;ry out the new school law of 1835 in the
young half-canton. The frequent complaints of school inspectors about too
many absences of the students show that compulsory school attendance
apparently was not realized for quite some time.
Young Heinrich had the misfortune to have A. Frei from Peterzell,
Canton St. Gallen, as his teacher. He taught in Rickenbach from 1837 to
1845, that is, during most of the years when Heinrich was in school. Yet
this teacher was more interested in his own studies than in teaching. His
obligation was to teach for five hours every day. The school board objected
to his high numbers of absences, and thus he was eventually replaced.
According to the cantonal law, in the six compulsory school years
students were to be taught "reading of written and printed material, German
grammar, writing, memory drills, pure and applied mental and written
arithmetic; knowledge of the biblical stories and of the books of the Old and
New Testament; Swiss geography and history; knowledge of the
Constitution and the most important laws of the state; instruction about
general geography, world and natural history; singing, calligraphy and
drawing." 2
Heinrich Handschin and his generation of school children taught by
teacher Frei enjoyed very little of this program. Thus young Heinrich began
his working life with little education. Yet, as he later told a Swiss
compatriot in Moscow, he dreamed already as a boy about riding in a
2

Gesetz iiber die Organisation des Schulwesens im Kanton Basel-Landschaft. H:
Lehrergegenstande. § 53. [Law concerning the organization of schools in the Canton of
Basel-Landschaft, part H: subjects to be taught, § 53.] In: Gesetze, Verordnungnen und
Beschlussefar den Kanton Basel-Landschaft. Vol. 2, 1833-1838. [Laws, Executive Orders
and Resolutions for the Canton of Basel-Landschaft.]
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carriage drawn by four beautiful horses. It is impossible to say whether this
was just a dream or a firm intention to live a better life in the future. Yet his
way which led him through half of Europe will show that in his professional
life he energetically seized any opportunities that could help him to
advance.

Map showing the region from Gelterkinden to Basel, "a leap into another world."

City Life is Freeing
In 1844 Heinrich went to the Federal Fair of Swiss sharp-shooters in
Basel. The city seemed to make a big impression on him for he returned to
the city in the following year and found a job as ribbon-weaver in the
Sttickelberg factory. During this time he also attended religious instruction
in Basel, and at Christmas 1845 he was confirmed in the Church of St.
Leonhard. He attended Sunday school, but soon was bored by it. Could it
be that the fact of his always being up to pranks and tricks had something
to do with this? Perhaps he simply lacked perseverance for book learning
which he learned neither as a boy nor as a young man since the necessity of
earning a living took him away from school at an early age.
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Map showing the region from Basel to Lyon and St-Etienne near Lyon in the south of
France.

After his confirmation he returned to his rural home for four years until
he felt drawn to return to the city and the Stlickelberg factory.
The production of silk ribbons in Basel flourished between 1830 and
1855 even though the German market for textiles had practically collapsed
when the German Zollverein [Customs Union] was founded in 1834. Yet
Basel with its silk ribbons of high quality was successful in finding a new
market by exporting to the United States. At times up to 50% of the
production was sent overseas. When in 1860 [actually 1861, trsl.] the Civil
War began in the US, the orders decreased, and in the 1870s the American
trade policies drove the Basel silk ribbons out of the American market.
While in Basel Heinrich Handschin experienced a period of economic
upswing which went hand in hand with the technical inventions of the
textile industry. For example, at the end of the 1840s the factories in Basel
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2009
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acquired multi-threaded Jacquard looms. They had punch card programs
which made it possible to weave very complex, multicolored patterns.
Heinrich Handschin was able to observe these developments from up close.

Map showing Europe from Basel to Moscow

Further training in St-Etienne
After having worked a few years in the Stiickelberg factory, the young
man from Rickenbach had the opportunity to get further training as he was
sent to St-Etienne in France. This city was a serious competitor of the Basel
ribbon industry and already in the 18 th century had gained an excellent
reputation for producing ribbons of high quality and artistic beauty. Here
Heinrich was to learn velvet weaving. In 1854 he traveled to St-Etienne
south of Lyon and stayed there for two years. Yet despite this relatively
long stay in France he barely learned French, perhaps because of the long
work hours in a very noisy environment. Furthermore, the work was very
dusty and had to be done while standing which was very tiring. Another
reason was probably the fact that Handschin was of a very reticent nature.
Years later the author of the first biography said the following: "Sociable
conversation over a glass of wine or a game was sufficient for him, but even
there he limited himself to a small circle of acquaintances among whom he
sometimes could be quite light-hearted and cheerful. On the whole,
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol45/iss2/5
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however, he had a rather reserved nature, had won the battle of life on his
own, and did not easily open his heart to another person." 3
In 1856 Handschin left St-Etienne and returned to Basel.

A Man Wants to Climb up
Moscow one Way
Barely back in Basel Handschin met Bernhard Lerch (1811-1904), a
ribbon manufacturer and Swiss entrepreneur from Moscow, who was
looking for a weaving master for his firm. This meeting was to become a
fateful tum in Handschin' s development. Bernhard Lerch offered the young
and well-qualified Handschin a position, he accepted and in 1856 traveled
to Moscow where he was to spend the next 25 years.
Models
Bernhard Lerch, a farmer's son from Brittnau in Canton Aargau,
brought Heinrich Handschin into a Swiss firm which had a short, but
dynamic history. When he was young, Lerch learned the trade of a loom
carpenter in the rural Basel area and in 1842 emigrated to St. Petersburg on
foot and by postal carriage. At that time the trip lasted about two months!
In 1849 he moved to Moscow where he became the top employee in the
Posamenter weaving firm of Jakob Morf, a manufacturer from Zurich who
had been weaving in Moscow since 1834. Besides silk ribbons Morf also
produced hose
ribbons doing it
already
on
automatic looms.
He told his relatives
in Zurich in 1850
that in Moscow it
was possible to earn
in six years enough
money to be able to
live with his family
independently in
Switzerland. And
he proved the truth
The City of the Czars
of this statement.

3

Heinrich Handschin von Rickenbach. Sein Lebenslauf, sein Begrabnis, seine Stiftung.
[Heinrich Handschin from Rickenbach. His Life, His funeral, His foundation]. Liestal 1894,
pp.22f.
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